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WOW! What a way to end the year… with a
BANG! We steamrolled our way through the last
few months of the year with the Lifestyle Tradie
Bali Seminar in September/October (see
pictures on page 19) and the Lifestyle Tradie
‘Supersize Your Success’ Boot Camp at the end
of November (See pics on page 17) including the
first EVER Lifestyle Tradie Christmas Party…
what a night that was. Thanks to everyone for
making the night so FUN!
Hope you had a great break over Christmas and
New Year’s. We headed away for a few weeks,
camping and catching up with friends…just what
the doctor ordered! What about you? Are you
feeling revived? Ready to kick start 2016?
This year is going to be AWESOME! It all starts
in the next couple of weeks with out first
Mastermind Dinners for the year, and in a few

The Power of ‘We’ Not ‘Me’.
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There’s power in delegating
work to others and lightening
your load.

short weeks we will all be together again at the
Lifestyle Tradie ‘Roar and Soar’ Boot Camp (see
page 5 for details).
But now I am getting too far ahead of my self…
This edition of the Lifestyle Tradie Magazine is
specifically designed to get your head right for
2016! We are going to SMASH IT together this
year! To do this it all starts in your head. Your
success depends on it… Part of mental
toughness is controlling negativity…Just like the
common cold, ‘Negativity’ is infectious, and can
do much more harm than the sniffles in your
work place. So why then, are we so careless
when it comes to spreading other ‘infectious’
things… like negative thoughts? Find out more
on page 20.
Did you know that motivation is actually a
learned skill that you always need to improve

Give Yourself A Motivation
Makeover in Just 4 Steps. Page 6

Did you know that
motivation is actually a
learned skill?

Precision Electrical
& Plumbing. Page 7

VIP Platinum Member Justin
Morris shares his success.
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upon. If you want bigger results in achieving
your goals, you must shake up your motivational
tactics and give your motivation a serious
makeover. Flick to page 6 to discover the 4
steps to making over your motivation.
One really important thing in keeping your
motivation at high levels is surrounding yourself
with like-minded tradies and building your own
support system. This is right on par with our Lay
It On The Plate Article this issue – The Power of
‘We’ Not ‘Me’, read the article in full on page 3.
Someone who knows the full benefit of
surrounding yourself with like-minded,
supportive tradies is this issue’s Member of the
Month, Justin Morris from Precision Electrical
and Plumbing. He shares his story on page 7.

To cater for that new staff member, you need
more leads. So no better way to do that than
through Facebook. IF this is where your Avatar
hangs out. Do you think you can do more with
your Facebook business page? As a small
business – social media is one of the most
attractive mediums to use to get your Trade
Business out there in the minds of your target
audience. Flick to page 13 now to find out how
to get the most out of your Facebook page.
So, that said, I might leave you to it and let you
get on with what you planned – reading this
magazine…
To your success,
Andy Smith

Always a hot topic with tradies is staff…
specifically hiring staff. It’s this time of year that
the focus of the subject becomes pretty
popular… check out page 11 for my 5 biggest
pitfalls to avoid when hiring staff!

y
And
You Can’t Be Everything To
Everyone. Page 15

CoverYour Mouth BeforeYou Infect
Everyone WithYour Negativity. Page 20

Other articles include;
• The wrap up of the
Lifestyle Tradie Boot Camp
November 2015 - page 17
• How You Can Totally Screw
Up The Hiring Process
- page 11
• 10 Ways to Maximise Your
Facebook Business Page
- page 13
• Lifestyle Tradie Boot Camp
March 2016 - page 5

Sometimes less is more…

Just like the common cold,
‘Negativity’ can be just as
infectious, and can do much
more harm than the sniffles
in your work place.

• Coolest iPhone App For
Tradies - page 22
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Lay it on the plate...

The Power of ‘We’ Not ‘Me’
Why is it that we sabotage our own health and
wellbeing trying to do everything, be
everything, when in fact there is far more
power in ‘We’ than ‘Me’?
Think about that for a moment.

I don’t know about you, but I would much
rather spend half my Saturday with the family
doing things I love than scrubbing toilets and
ﬂoors. That is NOT my idea of fun. Besides, this
could be as liele as $40 a week. Literally 6
coﬀees! It’s an expense worth its wait in gold!

does it really mean to you?

Ok, I can hear some of you saying ‘but I don’t
have any staﬀ yet’ to delegate within the
business. This does sbll apply to you. It brings
me to the next point.

Here’s my take on it;
There’s power in delegating work
to others and lightening your load.

There’s power in leveraging the skill
of others to provide a better result.

There is more power in ‘We’ than ‘Me’. What

Stop doing everything yourself.
No human has strengths in absolutely every
facet of your business and life.
As talented as you might think you are, you
cannot manage a growing business while trying
to be a ‘jack of all trades’ – it will almost
certainly result in lost producbvity, and at
worst, failure.
I completely understand that it is diﬃcult to
hand things over, especially when the business
is your ‘baby’, but it will lead to a greater
chance of business success.
You really need to ‘share the love’.
If you don’t you’re simply on the fast train to
burnout!
Imagine how you’re going to feel when you’re
removed from the responsibility of building the
website/calling debtors/answering the phone?
The word ‘relieved’ comes to mind!
In its most basic form, start at home. Why don’t
you have a cleaner once a fortnight?
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Once upon a bme we were lucky to have
connecbons within our own geographic area,
but today, thanks to the internet, we have
global reach to endless talent on tap.
Find people who can become integral
contributors to your company’s success, without
needing to become a part of your company.
Think outsourcing speciﬁc projects that require
the skillset of designers, coders, arbsts, tech
savvy geniuses all ready to help you for ojen,
far less money you would pay on your own
shores.
Now, don’t get on your high horse about taking
work oﬀshore – you need to remember you are
helping a ‘human’ feed a family. The reality is as
simple as that!
You can outsource projects on ﬁvver.com,
99designerscom and elance.com to name a few.
You can elevate this by outsourcing a part or full
bme role.
Dr. DRiP Plumbing is a great example. We
presently outsource the bookkeeping and
accounbng to a local company. This company is
reliable, professional and true to their word.

They have things done when they say they will!
We treat each other with great respect and
when the pressure is on to get things done,
thanks to the relabonship we have, no request is
ever too big!
This company takes care of weekly payroll,
reconciliabons, receipt entries, providing
monthly proﬁt & loss reports in addibon to
monthly meebngs to review the business overall
in light of the forward forecast.
Another example of Dr.DRiP’s outsourcing is
graphic design, after hours phones, content writing
with our team in the Philippines, to name a few.
The acbon of employing the services of other
professionals to maximise your bme, to increase
producbvity and capitalise on increased
eﬃciencies of your business will maintain
momentum and assist growth of your business.
Remember to outsource only to people who
have a similar work ethic to you.

There’s power in leveraging those
around you for speed of completion.
If you leverage this outsourced talent you have
freed up your bme to work on something that
will earn you beeer money that you are paying

for the talent. For example: they might be
cosbng you $15 per hour, but you can now go
out and earn $200 per hour.
The projects have a strict deadline that will see
you with a completed project in less bme it
would have taken you. Plus they have more
knowledge in the subject so you’re going see a
WAY beeer result.

There’s power in collaborating with
others to fast-track your success – thanks
to the combined knowledge of ‘we’.
Reach out and surround yourself with likeminded savvy trade business owners because
operabng your own business can be a lonely
place… but it doesn’t have to be.
This part in parbcular is cribcal if you want to
fast-track your business success. It has been our
members associabon with this strong circle of
posibve, mobvated and passionate trade
business owners, (men and women), who
honestly want to see each other succeed that
has resulted in fast-tracking posibve results and
hence ongoing success.
The thing is, you can experience the same
posiJve results… just let the power of ‘we’
instead of ‘me’ help you succeed!
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Boot Camp – March 2016

Friday 4th March and Saturday 5th March, 2016

“ROAR & SOAR” Boot Camp
Get ready to start your year off being the king of your jungle and flying
high! PLUS… we are heading to a BRAND NEW LOCATION! This time
we are headed to Rydges Hotel Cronulla!
With a select group of high calibre
guest speakers ready to expand
your mind, this event will be nothing
short of AMAZING! A sure fire way
to kick your year into gear!
So do yourself a favour… BOOK
YOUR SEAT TODAY for the March
Lifestyle Tradie ‘Roar and Soar’ Boot
Camp… you don’t want to miss this…
If you haven’t registered: do it
TODAY! Mylifestyletradie.com.au >
Upcoming Events > Lifestyle Tradie
March Boot Camp 2016

So what to do next?
1. Book your accommodation right
away… the Rydges Cronulla are
filling fast… so don’t miss out!
2. If you are travelling from
interstate, book your flights to make
sure you will be there. :)
If you have any questions, let us
know, send an email to
info@lifestyletradie.com.au
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Check out the full details on
mylifestyletradie.com.au – go to
Upcoming Events > Lifestyle Tradie
March Boot Camp 2016

Give yourself a motivation
makeover in just 4 steps
As a small business owner, or some might
say ‘Entrepreneur’, you’re probably the
type of person who has always been
focused on achieving goals. Personal goals
and professional goals. It’s just part of who
you are and what you do. And generally,
you’re pretty good at hitting them, right?
So what about when your goals just don’t
seem to be getting traction and you hit a
bit of a plateau? It’s a bit of a scary feeling
right? You start to lack confidence, and
interest, and most importantly your
motivation to keep striving quickly subsides.
Well, it turns out that Motivation is actually
a learned skill that you always need to
improve upon. If you want bigger results in
achieving your goals, you must shake up
your motivational tactics and give your
motivation a serious makeover.
Here's a four-step ‘Motivation Makeover’
- to get your motivation back on track:

STEP 1: Find New Sources
There's a saying, "We are the company we
keep." Surround yourselves with people
who motivate you, offer fresh insights and
new perspectives.

Step 2: Carve Out Time Daily
Commit to making better use of your time.
For example, become an early riser and
use the morning to focus exclusively on

your goals. Physical exercise is key here
too, this will provide a huge source of
energy to help you stay motivated.

Step 3: Create Social Media Toolkit
Reprogram your Twitter, Pinterest, and
Instagram accounts to focus on feeding
you more constant streams of motivation.
Look for experts to follow with
approaches to motivation and success
aligned with your own personal goals.
That way, when negative self-talk hits, you
can immediately jump on social media to
knock it out.

Step 4: Build Support Team
Some of you may find this step a little
hard. This is where you have to admit to
the struggle and ask some of your peers
for help. Reach out to people who you
respect and admire, and you will find that
they are amazingly generous with their
guidance. They will provide you with some
objective observations – then with a
different insight, you will get another
boost of confidence.
Put these steps into action, and you will
see quickly that it will work wonders for
your motivation. Your goals will begin to
find some traction again, and your mental
and physical energy will be back.

Go get ‘em Tradies!
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Lifestyle Tradie Member Profile
“No longer is operating business a lonely place, nor do I have to figure things out on
my own. Endless resources and a smart bunch of fun and supportive tradies are an
important part of my business success.”

Justin Morris
Precision Electrical & Plumbing - VIP Platinum member
www.electricalandplumbing.com.au

1. Tell us a little about your situation,
business, family etc.

Tradie, the rest is history.
them!

I completed my 4year electrical apprenticeship in a
little country town then moved to South Yarra to
work for 2 brothers who had an electrical and
plumbing business. I found myself helping with the
plumbing. 13years later I completed my plumbing
licence.

Sharon and I are blessed with 4 beautiful kids, jade
14, Charli-rose 11, Aiden and Eli 6.

In 2004 I found myself at cross roads. I quit my job
and started Precision Electrical and Plumbing
(named after a Colgate toothbrush that was at
Sharon’s work being a dental nurse).
In 2011 I thought there had to be a better way to
run a trade business. After 2 years working with a
general business coach, there was still no real
change just a shrinking bank balance.
When searching online in 2013 I discovered a
testimonial from Todd Lovelock about Lifestyle
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Stoked to have found

2. What’s the biggest challenge you’ve faced
in the last 12 months?
Lack of motivation hit me hard at the start of the year
due to chronic lower back pain that wouldn’t go away.
I could not be bothered to go to work or grow the
business to the next level. I was only answering the
phone as I felt I had an obligation to my staff to keep
them busy to earn money.

3. How have you tackled that challenge?
How do you feel about it?
I believe tomorrow brings a brighter day, plus I
surround myself with positive people. None of my
friends run a business or understand the burden it
can bring so making sure I stay well connected to

Lifestyle Tradie is always at the top of my calendar;
attending every Boot Camp and catch up.
I want to take this opportunity to say thank you to
everyone in LTG for all the positive comments and
support. I’m so grateful to be part of such a great group
of people who actually look out for each other. It means
the world to me.

choice). Business is a lonely place therefore it’s
important to have switched on tradie peers to bounce
ideas around and stay motivated.

5. Where do you see your business in
5 years?
5 years will see us with 4-5 trucks on the road, me off
the tools and 1 person in the office. A solid foundation
and systems will allow me to disappear on family
holidays discovering Australia in our 4WD for 6-8weeks
whilst earning profit. Our goal in 2 years is to spend 6
weeks in the Kimberly’s.
Pursing my charitable work in India helping to build
toilets in schools. The smiles on the kids motivate me to
do better here so I can help them there.

6. What are the top things you have learnt
about business that you would recommend
to others and WHY?
DONE IS BETTER THEN PERFECT. Being a
business owner we want everything to be perfect. In
the end nothing gets finished. This has held me back
especially in the marketing and branding area.
90 DAY PLAN. Life is busy and without focus and a
plan I’ve found myself going around in circles. Being
able to tick off the tasks is a great way to stay motivated
and feel like you’ve accomplished something.
BE THE SMALLEST FISH IN THE BIG POND.
I’ve read that you are the sum of 5 of your closet
friends. To grow you need to get out of the pond where
everyone is the same and into one that inspires,
motivates and helps you expand your beliefs and vision.
Stop listening to the negative people in your life.

7. Favourite tool and why?
4. How have you and your business changed
since joining LTG?
The past 2 years have seen me streamline the job
process having adopted cloud accounting and a job
management tool. Marketing and understanding my
P&L was always taboo; now it’s something I understand
and am actively reviewing.
I’m so much more focused and having the member’s
site to download templates, procedures and watch how
to videos has done wonders for the business. I don’t
have to figure it all out on my own. There is nothing
more motivating knowing there are others that have the
same struggles as me and have come out the other side
bigger and better. This doesn’t happen talking to tradies
at the wholesaler.
LTG is am important part of my business success seeing
Sharon has nothing to do with the business (her

Is the internet a tool? If it is, that’s mine. It has freed
up more time and helped me more than any other
tool I have. Plus I found Lifestyle Tradie on it!

8. Tell us something quirky about yourself
that your buddies don’t know.
I can’t have my arm, leg or foot overhang the side of
the bed. Watched a horror movie when I was about 8
and I still haven’t gotten over it.

9. Who would you most like to have lunch
with and why?
Bear Grylls. Love the motivation he has to fulfil his
dreams and live life to the fullest. The stand out episode
was when he crushed several vertebra in a parachute
accident then 18mths later climbed MT Everest, all by
the age of 23.
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LOST
IN THE
WEB

Website
Mistakes

Your Trade Business
Is Making

Your website is vital to the success of your marketing and your branding
and essentially, the success of your trade business relies on it.
So, you need to make sure that your
website sells your services properly, and
answers customers who come to your
website for a specific reason.

customers can’t get to where they want
within three seconds, you may need to go
back to the drawing board. Don’t let flashy
design get in the way of functionality.

If you get your website wrong, you can
lose potential customers, and the potential
revenue you could be making from a well
designed and properly functioning
website.

Where’s The Call To Action?

Are you making these common
mistakes with your website?

Urgency Over Target Audience.
Before you rush into getting your website
up and running, you need to know who is
going to be using your website. Then,
design your site according to who is going
to be using it. Eg – have an older target,
use bigger fonts, have a younger market,
make sure you have a mobile site.

Flashy Design.
Your website design should be focused on
getting your customers to the right place
once they reach your homepage. If your
Page 9

Don’t give your customers mixed
messages. Tell your website visitors what
you want them to do next. Make the call to
action very clear.

Paying Big Bucks.
Do some research into who the right
person is to design your website. You
normally get what you pay for, however,
make sure you’re not paying big bucks for
a flashy designer who doesn’t understand
your small business and getting a good ROI.

Stale Content.
Make sure your website is updated as
things change. Customers will expect the
latest and most up to date information
about your business, and if its not there,
they could assume that you’re no longer in
business. Not only will it keep your

customers happy, it will keep the search
engines happy too.

Not So Social, Media.
If you have a small following on social
media, it may be a good idea to avoid
putting links to your Facebook and Twitter
until you build up a stronger following.
Customers may see this as a reflection of
how small your business is and it might
put them off.

Everything To Everyone.
This goes back to knowing your target
audience. It is best to figure out your most
frequent users and focus on making the

best experience for them. If you try and
accommodate every kind of visitor, your
website will be a mess. Try and please
everyone, and it’s likely you wont please
anyone.

Remember - You’re A Tradie,
Not A Web Designer.
Your website is often your customers first
experience with your business. Can you
really do it justice without any web design
experience and a DIY website? First
impressions are everything, so don’t allow
your customers to make assumptions
about your business because of a badly
designed website.

Avoid these common mistakes made by small businesses
and you’ll see your bottom line grow, thanks to a well
designed and properly functioning website.
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How you can totally screw up

THE HIRING PROCESS

If your trade business is going well, you’ve probably reached the
point of having to hire additional members to your team. This time
in your small business cycle can unfortunately be pretty painful.
There are some common errors that trade businesses make
when hiring their first employees.
So, lets make the process a great
one, instead of a pain in the…
Here’s some pitfalls to
avoid, and increase your
rate of hiring successfully:
1. Don’t: Hire before you know
what you’re hiring for.
Don’t be too hasty! Take your time to
develop clear, and thorough job
descriptions. These should be focused on
what outcomes you need, rather that what
tasks are required. Do this BEFORE you start
the interview process, and this will ensure that
the skills of the new employee will properly
match their responsibilities.
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2. Don’t: ‘Create Your Own’
salary package.
Once you have a good job description, take the
time to research the right salary range. Salary
information can be obtained from other job
postings, the Fair Work Australia website, or
simply ask other tradies what their going rate is.
Learn what the job title you’re hiring for
is commanding in terms of salary
BEFORE posting your ‘position vacant’.

3. Don’t: Overinflate Job Titles.
It may seem like you’re sweetening the offer of
employment, but realistically the employee is
going to want to be paid according to their
title… inflated or not.
Calling a receptionist a "director of
customer service" really doesn’t benefit
anyone.

4. Don’t: Leave new hires
hanging.
Communication with new team members is
essential, and it’s every leader’s responsibility
to provide this. You should never be too busy
to properly introduce and train your new
employee thoroughly. The first few weeks
and months are crucial – make them a
priority. If you want new team members to
take the ball and run with it, they’ve got to be
comfortable with the plays you expect them to
make.

5. Don’t: Try To combine two
jobs into one.
When you’re running a small trade business in
the early growth stages, everyone must wear
‘different hats’. But, a new employee to your
business may not be aware of that. If

combining two jobs into one cannot be
avoided, make sure that you prioritise
the responsibilities and be clear about
those priorities. Keep an eye on the
situation to determine the right time to split
the job into two separate positions.

Getting to the stage of your trade
business where you need to hire new
staff can be exciting times. It also
comes at a time where you’re busy!
But don’t make the mistake of
rushing the process. Take the time to
approach hiring with a strategic eye,
ensuring that the team members you
hire today will facilitate further
growth tomorrow. A rushed
decision can be a costly mistake.
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SPILL THE BEANS.....

‘MIND-BLOWING
S E C R E T S F RO M A M A R K E T I N G M AV E N ’

10 Ways to Maximize

Your Facebook Business Page
Want to get the most out of your Facebook
business page? Of course you do! As a small
business – social media is one of the most attractive
mediums to use to get your Trade Business out there
in the minds of your target audience.
But there’s no point having a Facebook page, just
for the sake of it, just because every other trade
business does… here are 10 ways to really give your
page a boost, and make the most out of Facebook:

1. Upload behind-the-scenes photos

Sharing behind-the-scenes action shows off your
businesses culture, and what you’re really about.
It will instantly grab your page fans attention and
really makes them feel much more connected to
you, your staff and your business.

2. Upload videos and create playlists

Upload videos directly to Facebook, instead of
linking from Youtube. That way, you will start a
Facebook playlist. You could do how-to tutorials,
new product features, instructions, a behind-thescenes video series and more, all while showing up
better on people’s timelines.

3. Test the call-to-action button
on the page header

Facebook pages can have a call-to-action button on
the page header. If the button has been enabled by
Facebook, you will see the button “Create Call to
Action” on the bottom right of your Facebook page
header. You can test out which one of these works
best for you business, and results in more sales, or
at least ‘Clicks’. For example ‘Get a Quote’,
‘Contact Us’, ‘How To’ etc.

4. Share exclusive offers

Sharing exclusive Facebook offers gives people a
reason to come back to your Facebook page
timeline. Share giveaways and special offers that
expire within a certain timeframe – eg within 24
hours of posting.
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5. Run a contest

Contests don’t necessarily have to result in a financial
reward, a freebie or voucher or anything like that.
People spend time on Facebook mostly for the
entertainment value it provides. So, you can run a
competition purely engagement and entertainment
purposes. For example, publish a funny photo and
run a caption contest… just for laughs. You may
even attract new people to the page.

6. Interact with other Facebook pages

This is a great way to engage in free cross
promotion. All you need to do is comment on, or
‘like’ other business pages of any other related
business. These might be small business in your
area, suppliers, other businesses you collaborate
with, products you’re using. Be genuine about it,
and these other business will most likely return the
favour – easy!

7. Celebrate milestones

Let your fans know about your milestones, let them
celebrate with you. Not only your business
milestones, but local area milestones, and events in
the community that your ‘fans’ are involved in.
Your fans will instantly feel part of your ‘team’, part
of your business community.

8. Create a custom tab

Custom tabs do require some additional
programming but are well worth considering for
any small business looking to increase the power of
their facebook page. You can use the custom tab to
Integrate things like live chat, your background
story, subscriptions, signups for newsletters,
competitions and more.

9. Use an engagement strategy

You have to be strategic about when you post, so
you will probably need to do some testing to see
when and what brings you the most page
engagement.

Start with a simple schedule –
eg Post every Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday at a
specific time of the day with
specific kind of content, such as
photos on Tuesday and Friday,
long text on Thursday. Then,
after two to four weeks say,
switch one weekday out with
another (e.g. Monday instead of
Tuesday) and see which one
performs better, and has a
higher engagement.

10. Show other social
media pages

Use your Facebook page to
share and link to other social
media networks that your small
business uses. Eg Instagram,
Pinterest, Twitter, can all be
added as a tab to your page. It
will really show off what your
trade business is all about and makes your facebook
page your one stop destination for your social
media activity.

So, now there’s no excuse to have a ‘non active’
facebook page. Implement, one or all of these, and
watch your page engagement soar.

‘Best Of’ Video
Avo, servo, tradie, postie –
how many of these slang
words do you use?
This hilarious video explains the key to
understanding Aussie-speak – just abbreviate
everything!
You will laugh at just how many abbreviations
we actually use. We’re all guilty of it… but these
two comedians manage to highlight it in a very
funny way.
Go check out ‘Aussie Slang’ via the link below…
give yourself a laugh… Aussie, Aussie, Aussie!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDb_WsAt_Z0

Go to MyLifestyleTradie.com.au and check out You Tube ‘Best Of’ Videos.
Let me know what you think.
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You Can’t Be Everything

TO EVERYONE
Especially In Small Business.
According to research, the simpler brands are, well, better:
• 75%

of consumers are more likely to recommend a brand
because of its simpler communication.

• Simpler
• They

brands inspire greater trust.

also evoke stronger customer loyalty.

The success of brands like Google and
Apple have proven these facts. When it
comes to messaging, product offerings, and
user experience, simple is better.

business offerings. Go after a welldefined market segment and commit
to it.

So what does this mean for your trade
business?

2. Simplify Your
Offerings

Well, the same rules apply. How can you
make sure your small business’s branding,
communications, and overall customer
experience remain simple and
straightforward?

Take a hard look at your product and
service list. If you owned a sandwich shop,
would you really need 20 different kinds of
sandwiches on the menu? Or as a sparky,
do you want to stick to emergency works
and residential, or do you want to do
commercial and residential, plus offer a
cheaper deal to do appliances, and have a
different price point for each service etc etc
etc. When in doubt, stick to the
following mantra: Less is more. Keep
in mind that the fewer products and
services you provide, the more time and
effort you can spend perfecting them.

Here are 4 areas you can start to
streamline:

1. Simplify Your Market
It’s tempting to try and keep your target
audience broad so that you have more
potential customers to go after. But trying
to be all things to all people will only water
down your message and complicate your
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3. Simplify Your Process
FACT: consumers hate to waste time on
confusing, inefficient, or laborious
processes. So, wherever you can, make
sure your customer processes are as
simple as possible. Fewer steps will lead
to a faster resolution, which is good news
for both customers and employees.
If your internal processes are also
complex, you may want to consider
making changes there as well to promote
employee productivity and job
satisfaction.

4. Simplify Your
Communications
Once you’ve nailed down your brand’s
position and story, then the most important
thing is to stick to it. There’s no quicker
way to turn a customer off than to
overwhelm them with too many details, too
many selling points, or inconsistent
messages. Your customers will remember
your brand’s message much easier, and
value your business much more, if you
always talk about your business in a simple
and consistent way.

From a marketing and customer service
perspective, more isn’t always better. Keep it
simple, and you’ll keep your customers happy.
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‘Model. Muscle. Master.’
Boot Camp

NOV
2015

This Boot Camp was so much fun,
which cumulated in the FIRST EVER
Lifestyle Tradie Christmas Party, with
past Guest Speakers returning to
celebrate with us! During the event
Laurence Tham, Peter Moriarty and
Taki Moore all graced our stage.
Cannot wait to do it all again in
March :)

Laurence Tham
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Aren’t we pretty
!

Mark
Emma and
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Michael and Sarah
busy planning!

Taki Moore

Peter Moriarty

Cam & Deb

Mark & Renee
eos!
Recording Vid

Rudolph?!?

Jo
Gavin &
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VIP SEMINAR BALI 2015
We had such a great time in Bali with our members… It was great to
hang out not only with our members, but their families too! Cannot
wait to do it again soon. :)
Our group of members
& their families!

Can you tell they
are related?!?
Oh What
A Feeling!

Rrrroooaaaarrrrr!

Just some of our
lovely members!
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That’s one
MASSIVE burger!

COVER
YOUR
MOUTH
Before You Infect
Everyone With
Your Negativity
Just like the common cold, ‘Negativity’ can be
just as infectious, and can do much more harm
than the sniffles in your work place.
If you had a cold, you would cover your
mouth, wash your hands, use a tissue and try to
keep it away from your workmates. Better still,
you would stay at home. So why then, are we
so careless when it comes to spreading other
‘infectious’ things… like negative thoughts?
We all have bad days, it just happens. But for
some reason we feel compelled to share our
misery with our workmates, and dumping your
personal problems onto someone at work is
probably the equivalent of sneezing in their
face! You pass it on to them, and then they too
share the same negative ‘infection’. Not a big
deal? Not until everyone at work catches it…
then you end up with a pretty negative, ‘sick’
culture in your business.
You definitely want to avoid that right?
Here’s how to start:

1. Your actions matter.
Use your actions to influence the ‘better’,
not the ‘sick’. A work place can be a bit of a
petri dish, and if you aren’t conscious of
your negative behaviour, it can quickly
multiply in the dish and ‘disease’ will
spread. Positive behaviour is just as
infectious, so get that spreading instead.

2. Be the thermostat, not the
thermometer.
Set the temperature in your workplace, set
the moods and attitudes for the better and
lead by example. Don’t get into the habit
of just being the thermometer, one who
simply reflects the current temperature,
moods and attitudes. The mood in your
workplace can be influenced, for better or
worse, by the leaders and has a trickledown effect on the rest – make sure you
and the leaders in your trade business have
the personalities and behaviours that you
want for your workplace, and the rest of
your employees will follow suit.

3. Take care of you first.
When you board a flight, the safety
announcement is to always secure your
own oxygen mask before you help others.
You can’t help someone else if you’re
struggling yourself.
Spreading the right attitude works in a
pretty similar way. You can’t be the
regulator for a workplace with a positive
and healthy attitude if your own thoughts
are in a bad place. Take care of your own
thoughts and feelings first, and make sure
you’re in the right place to lead others and
create the workplace feel you want.
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MAN CAVE?
This is where we talk about all cool things that should or could be in the
man cave. Gadgets, new tech, cool tools, new inventions or big boys toys,
if it’s cool and fun we’ll talk about it.

The Quick Lock
As tradies there is always a need for a
padlock. For the toolbox, the storage shed,
the boat, the trailer… whatever it might be.

That’s where this great little ‘Quicklock’
comes in so handy – it pairs with either a
smartphone or wireless enabled card for
instant unlocking when swiped.
You can also let others use the lock without
having to pass on a key or combination, just
by sending them an invite which sets up
their own key on their smartphone (or you
could always just keep the key to the boat
just for yourself).
The lock is rechargeable, but can last up to
two years on just one charge!
You can get your hands on one for just
$48.99. Just go to dudeiwantthat.com and
search for ‘Quicklock’.

The Coolbox
This ‘cool’ Tool Box really lives up to its
name… and when you see what it does, you
are gonna want one.

Fumbling around with keys (and losing
them) or trying to remember combinations
is a pain!
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The ‘Toolbox of the future’ transcends all
other toolboxes, eskies and music players in
terms of features, and just all round
‘coolness’.
Would you believe that this handy little box is
not just for storing your tools, listening to

music and chilling your drinks… oh no, its
much much more, it has:
• A whiteboard inside the lid
• An LED floodlight
• A built-in bottle opener

Pretty damn cool right?
You can get one… soon… for just $169 –
go to https://coolbox.io and check out how
you can be one of the first tradies to get your
hands on one.

• A built-in digital clock
• A pair of built-in
Bluetooth speakers on
the front
• Dual USB ports
• An integrated AC power
bar on the side
• A retractable power cord
• An internal battery
• Tablet/iPad stands
• A magnetic Lid
• A removable internal
tray for 2 levels of tool
storage
• Dual handles and
wheels for your choice
of carrying

Cool iPhone Apps
for Tradies and
their Ladies

Swipes

iPhone
Price: $2.49

How many times do you make a to do list, work on it
for a bit and then loose it so you end up making a new
one, but perhaps you missed a thing or two??
Swipes helps you automatically collect all your tasks in one
place, organise them according to your personal priorities and
then work on a single task at a time to achieve better focus.
Once you’re done, the app will cheer you and send you the next
action from the list… any additional support is good right!
Check out the app today:
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/swipes-to-do-list-taskmanager/id657882159?mt=8
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NEXT ISSUE
The Power Of Curiosity:
Curiosity doesn’t always kill the cat like
the saying suggests… it can also make it
smarter!

12 Toxic Thoughts That Will
Destroy Your Success:
If your thoughts patterns are toxic and
they are keeping you stuck, it's time to
change your thinking before it destroys
your success.
Can’t wait to see you all at the upcoming
Lifestyle Tradie ‘Roar & Soar’ Boot Camp
(4th & 5th March)… We have lined up our guest
speakers and they are ready and raring to go!
Not long to go now!
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Don’t forget, want to share your hot tips, recommended
suppliers or any other information that will benefit the
Lifestyle Tradie Community. Drop us a line to
info@lifestyletradie.com.au

CHANGING ADDRESS?
Don’t miss out on a single issue! If you’re
changing contact details then ensure to let us
know -- simply give us a call or send an email.
This way we’ll keep you plugged into a world of
knowledge, tips, news and views.
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